**Find the words**

The letters OR are in all these words. Can you find the words, using the clues given?

- Not interesting
- Command
- He works on a ship
- Shop
- Eat with this
- Journalist
- Spoken, by mouth
- Sell things to another country

---

**Party Time**

It's almost Christmas, and the best time of year for parties! In the word square below, there are nine words associated with parties. We've found one for you; can you find the other eight? You can move one letter at a time, and change direction as often as you want. You can only use each letter once in each word.

---

**Christmas Bag**

How many words can you find using the letters in the word: CHRISTMAS

Every reader should be able to find at least 15. More advanced readers could find 30!

---

**Horizon Crossword**

**Clues Across**

1. You go in ______ a door.
2. Like a finger, but on a foot.
3. You breathe it.
4. Male teachers; or experts
5. Type, kind, variety.
6. A competition of speed.
7. Largest type of plant.
8. Not more than.
9. Every, the whole.
10. Do this in a pool, or in the sea.
11. For Christmas, it is “Dec. 25th”.

**Clues Down**

1. The day after today.
2. Do this with your ears.
3. Opposite of “in”
4. Green space round a house.
5. Masculine of “her”
6. Small water course.
7. Opposite of “wet”.
8. Opposite of “hot”.
9. Great quantity.